Summer Grants Awarded
Summer 2020

Maeve Adams, English
Kevin Ahern, Religious Studies
Ankur Agrawal, Computer Science
Lina Baroudi, Mechanical Engineering
Cory Blad, Sociology
Courtney Bryant, Religious Studies
Mahboboob Choudhury, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Ashley Cross, English
Mark DeBonis, Mathematics
Wafa Elmannai, Electrical & Computer Engineering
Mohab El-Hakim, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Robert Geraci, Religious Studies
Jeff Horn, History
Marisa Lerer, Art History and Digital Media Art
Robin Lovell, Sociology
Yelda Hangun-Balkir, Chemistry
Elizabeth Nelson, Political Science
Mehdi Omidvar, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Deidre O’Leary, English
Angel Pineda, Mathematics
Laura Redruello, Modern Languages & Literatures
Zahra Shahbazi, Mechanical Engineering
David Shefferman, Religious Studies
Julian Silverman, Chemistry
Helene Tyler, Mathematics
Mathew Volovksi, Civil & Environmental Engineering
Dominika Wroynski, English